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Abstract. The recent years saw an evolution of Grid technologies from
early ideas to production deployments. At the same time, the expecta-
tions for Grids shifted from idealistic hopes — buoyed by the successes
of the initial testbeds — to disillusionment with available implementa-
tions when applied to large-scale general purpose computing. In this pa-
per, we argue that a mature e-Infrastructure aiming to bridge the gaps
between visions and realities cannot be delivered without introducing
Service Level Management (SLM). To support this thesis, we present an
analysis of the Grid foundations and definitions that shows that SLM-
related ideas were incorporated in them from the beginning. Next, we
describe how implementing SLM in Grids could improve the usability
and user-experience of the infrastructure – both for its customers and
service providers. We also present a selection of real-life Grid application
scenarios that are important for the research communities supported by
the Grid, but cannot be efficiently supported without the SLM process in
place. In addition, the paper contains introduction to SLM, a discussion
on what introducing SLM to Grids might mean in practice, and what
were the current efforts already applied in this field.
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1 Introduction

Since the 1990’s, when the term ‘Grid’ was coined, Grids have changed from early
prototype implementations to production infrastructures. However, despite ma-
turing considerably during this time, Grids still suffer from the lack of service
management solutions that would be suited to an infrastructure of the size and
user base of the current Grid. The maturing Grid technologies need to incor-
porate understanding of the business models of the users and service providers.
When possible, they should be composed from standard business solutions that
support service management and delivery.
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In parallel with the evolution of the infrastructures, the understanding of
what the Grid should be was subject to a change that was by no means less
significant and rapid. The users of the Grids, as well as the specialists from the
distributed computing domain, were at first fascinated with the potential of the
Grid technology. However, they gradually became disappointed with what was
really offered to them, and shifted towards new trends and paradigms (with the
same elevated hopes). This change is somewhat alarming, as these new technolo-
gies, will be (or already are) facing the same problems [1] related to provision of
computational and storage resources to the users. There is a danger of repeating
the vicious enthusiasm-disillusionment cycle, as long as the users are looking for
“miracle cures” and there are over-optimistic proponents of untested solutions.

The authors believe that the Grid technologies are in fact mature enough
to meet most of the user needs. However, the quality of service provision and
management needs much more attention. A professional service management
approach is the key to engaging with users and improving their satisfaction ser-
vices. It also acts as a tool for capturing and transferring requirements and best
practices that can be used for more informed evaluation of new e-Infrastructure
services (and more efficient uptake, eventually). This process becomes even more
critical when an e-Infrastructure intends to serve more and more demanding and
complex projects. For customers engaged in such initiatives, warranties related to
resource provisioning and service level are crucial. The common de facto assump-
tion of the e-Infrastructure service providers, which sees any vague, qualitative
service level or best-effort operation (beyond what is provided by the software it-
self) as sufficient, is no longer valid. Grid Computing and other e-Infrastructures
must follow similar paths towards maturity as the general solutions available for
IT services. The realization of this goal can be sped up by basing it on doc-
uments such as ITIL [2], which provide best practices for implementation and
management of processes important to contemporary Grids.

In this paper, we argue that mature and competitive e-Infrastructures im-
plementing the Grid ideas cannot be delivered efficiently without implementing
processes of Service Level Management (SLM). To prove this thesis, we provide
a range of arguments – starting from the elements of Grid theory in Sec. 4,
through the analysis of benefits for Grid customers and providers in Sec. 5 that
SLM might bring, to actual scenarios of real computations using Grids in Sec. 6.
Additionally, we give a short introduction to SLM in Sec. 2, and to ideas how
SLM can be applied to Grids in Sec. 3. Related works and implementation are
presented in Sec. 7 and in Sec. 8.

2 Background: On the Relevance of SLM

The efficient delivery of high-quality IT services — especially in a constantly
changing environment, with ever-growing customer and user demands — poses
a major challenge for the IT service providers. To rise to this challenge, more
and more (commercial) providers are adopting IT service management (ITSM)
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processes as described by the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [2]1, or ISO/IEC
20000 [3]2.

ITSM can be regarded as a set of organisational capabilities and processes
required by an IT (service) provider to keep his utility and warranty promises /
commitments. In this context, Service Level Management and Service Delivery
Management are the most important sub-disciplines:

Service Level Management (SLM) describes the processes of:
– defining a catalogue of IT service offerings;
– specifying services and service components, including their dependencies

and available service level options;
– negotiating and signing Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with customers,

underpinning SLAs with internal Operational Level Agreements (OLAs)
and suitable contracts with external suppliers,

– monitoring and reporting on the fulfilment of SLAs as well as (early)
notifications of SLA violations.

Service Delivery Management (SDM) provides guidelines for managing
the delivery of SLA-aware IT services through their lifecycle including:
– planning of details of service delivery;
– monitoring and reporting on capacity, availability, continuity, and secu-

rity;
– managing changes and releases in a controlled manner;
– maintaining accurate information on the infrastructure and its configu-

ration;
– handling incidents and user requests, and resolving and avoiding prob-

lems.

Following a process approach in the implementation of Service Level Manage-
ment and Service Delivery Management means providing a clear definition of
tasks, activities and procedures. This must be supported by unambiguous dele-
gation of responsibilities, identification of all interfaces, as well as steps to ensure
adequate documentation, traceability and repeatability of all processes.

The main focus of this paper is Service Level Management, since it forms the
foundation for effective Service Delivery Management. In general, SLM is a vital
part of customer-oriented provision of high-quality IT services. It is important
for achieving an improved relationship between an IT service providers and their
customers, as well as for aligning “what the IT people do” to “what the busi-
ness requires”. In the relationship management domain SLM provides common
understanding of expectations, mutual responsibilities and potential constraints
between different domains.

Various approaches for supporting effective SLM have evolved from research
and practice, mostly focused on business IT, throughout the last decade. Still,
it should be noted that SLM in general is evolving beyond the “traditional” IT
service provisioning scenarios – hence, introducing it to such infrastructures as
Grids can be seen as part of a natural progression.

1 A set of handbooks describing good practices for ITSM.
2 An international standard for ITSM which features a process framework, which is
in many aspects aligned with ITIL.
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3 Model of SLM for Grids

Before specifying how the Service Level Management principles can be applied
to Grid infrastructures, the main actors and relations between them have to be
identified and described. The main actors considered in an SLM model of a Grid
infrastructure are:

– Virtual Organisation (VO) is a set of individuals and organisations (i.e.
users) that cooperate by sharing resources according to formal or informal
contract which defines the rules of cooperation. We understand that a Virtual
Organisation is the customer of a Grid Initiative.

– Grid Initiative (GI) is an approved body that provides Grid computing ser-
vices or represents Grid providers in a region, country or group of countries.
Grid Initiatives may be organised in larger bodies, creating a hierarchical
structure, with primary GIs federated in secondary GIs etc. In Europe, for
example, the primary GIs are created at national level – forming National
Grid Initiatives (NGIs), and are federated in the European Grid Initiative
(EGI.eu). The infrastructure and middleware supporting the GIs on all levels
constitute a Grid. The GI is a single point of contact for a VO, representing
the Grid as a whole. The added value of a GI may range from a simple ag-
gregation (GI as “mediator”) to full integration (GI as “service provider”)
of the underlying resources.

– Site is an infrastructure provider that offers computing and storage infras-
tructure available through Grid protocols; they usually do not provide the
whole set of technical services to support Grid Computing.

– An External Partner/Supplier is supporting any of the above mentioned
primary actors in the fulfilment of their duties.

The SLM model for Grids assumes that not all the actors interact with each other
directly, and that the interaction between the parties can be formalised using
a set of agreements. The model for these interactions is presented in Fig. 1. It
allows the relationships to form hierarchical SLA&OLA framework that is com-
patible with a general IT SM approach. However, the model was designed to be
applicable to different types of GIs in terms of amount of extra warranties added
on higher level of OLAs or SLAs. The model allows the following interactions:

– VO – GI: The GI is responsible for provision of a Grid service to the VO.
Formalisation of such relationship is done through a Service Level Agreement
(SLA). SLA describes the Grid service, documents Service Level Targets, and
specifies the responsibilities of the GI and the VO.

– GI – Site: The Site is responsible for delivering services to the GI customers
(VOs). These relationships are formally described with an Operation Level
Agreement (OLA). The OLA framework within a GI supports the fulfilment
of the targets agreed in the SLAs between the GI and its VOs. Hence, OLAs
may be established for one of the two purposes: in order to support one or
more specific existing or intended SLAs, or as a general and/or preparatory
basis for establishing new services/SLAs.
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Fig. 1. OLA/SLAs defining relations between actors in Grids. 1y GI and 2y GI stand
for Primary and Secondary GI, respectively.

– Primary GI – Secondary GI: The nature of this relation is similar to the
interaction between GI and a Site, and may be described with the same
formalisms (OLAs).

– External Partner/Supplier – GI: The relationship between External Part-
ner/Supplier and a GI (primary or secondary) or any other actor is formalised
through an Underpinning Contract (UC). As UCs are formal contracts with
external bodies they may contain references to general terms and conditions
or specification of commercial and legal details.

4 Elements of SLM in Grid Theory

The term Grid was introduced to describe a federated infrastructure, providing
computing resources to its users. Ian Foster, considered as one of the original
authors of the Grid concept, required delivering nontrivial qualities of service as
one of three main characteristics of the Grid in his most commonly cited defi-
nition of Grid [4]. This feature was also explained as various qualities of service
which are set-up to meet complex user demands. Even if Forster’s definitions
do not explicitly mention a need of negotiation and signing of an agreement –
an SLA, it is obvious that the quality of service needs to be described using
measurable metrics.

On the other hand, Plaszczak and Weiner [5] claim that one of three main
advantages of Grid Computing is on-demand provisioning as opposed to clas-
sical resource provisioning realised by purchasing and installing hardware and
software. If this process is to be reliable to the user, a kind of warranty that the
resources provisioned are available when they are needed, is crucial. Therefore,
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such a warranty has to be a subject of an agreement between the provider and
the customer.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from [6], where the authors introduce a
distinction between customers with specified expectations and customers that
can accept any (unspecified) quality of service (QoS). According to the authors,
the former needed to be serviced by so-called “commercial” Grids, that require
an SLA framework. The latter are just a limited class of users and applica-
tions – which means that without SLM, Grid technologies shall become niche
technologies of very limited usage.

However, the history of Grid Computing, apart from these ambitious theo-
ries, provides also an explanation why the current infrastructures provide their
resources only on best effort basis. The first implementations of Grid-like tech-
nologies were built by voluntary computing based on desktop machines like the
Seti@Home Project3, in which only best-effort QoS approaches were possible.
Many people still believe that Grid Computing is simply voluntary computing
and it will always remain of low QoS4. We consider this view a stereotype. One
can note that technologies aimed at federating resources are orthogonal to single
resource reliability. It applies to federated resources with low reliability (vol-
untary computing), as well as to resources with high reliability (professionally
managed computer centres) – both types of resources have their own groups
of users. Obviously, reliability and other QoS parameters of federated infras-
tructures are strictly related to the same parameters with which single services
are provided and it means that providing federated resources with high level of
quality is possible.

5 Actors Perspective

In this section we analyse how each actor of the SLM model for Grids would
benefit from introducing Service Level Management solutions. We will also assess
the cost of such operation.

5.1 Customer Perspective

The groups most directly interested in the quality of the Grid services are their
users. Here we focus on issues typically raised by them, which can be solved by
introducing SLM to the Grid infrastructure. This analysis is partially based on a
survey the authors performed on users of different Grid infrastructures and the
Virtual Organisation managers gathered at EGI User Forum 20115.

Any users activity in the infrastructure is usually a stage of a scientific plan,
project or experiment that needs to be accomplished in a limited time. This is
strictly related to a need for a warranty of availability of certain resources, ful-
filling certain requirements (parameters) within the requested time. Therefore,

3 http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/
4 This observation was confirmed recently by a survey performed on participants of
the International Supercomputing Conference ISC’11.

5 http://uf2011.egi.eu/

http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/
http://uf2011.egi.eu/
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a crucial benefit of introducing the SLM mechanisms to Grid is the possibility
of planning ahead the activities that require services. This requirement was con-
firmed by the aforementioned survey results – the users perceived “no or poor
warranty of obtaining resources in reasonable (finite) time“ to be the second6

most discouraging issue with Grid technology. Also, “improving warranty” was
the most desired improvement suggested by the questioned users.

Naturally, the introduction of any kind of warranty introduces additional man-
agerial overhead for users who need to apply and negotiate for such warranties.
The balance between benefits and costs of additional effort seems important suc-
cess factor of the SLM deployment. In our survey, 60% respondents indicated
that they are ready to invest in more strict and complex procedures in exchange
for improvements in the Grid quality issues.

The motivation for improvement in management of the Grid services can be
also drawn from how the users evaluate the infrastructures they had experience
with. It is significant, that the quality of the resource provision and management
in most infrastructures, according to their users, is considerably lower than the
quality of the resources themselves. The disparity of the average grade spans from
0,52 to 1,35 in 1-5 scale, for the larger, international infrastructures. While, for
national infrastructure the same parameters are perceived as slightly better.

All this agreewith a fundamental psychological fact: user’s satisfaction strongly
depends on predictability of resource characteristics.

5.2 Sites Perspective

Usually, sites (or resource providers in general) tend to be reluctant in adopting
SLM, as they see themselves as the side that is forced to promise and give
warranties. However, deeper analysis shows some important benefits for them
too, coming from the adoption of SLM.

Primarily, in the SLM process, a provider obtains detailed specification of the
user needs usually some time in advance. This gives them the opportunity to bet-
ter manage the resource provision and perform capacity planning – by allowing the
providers to better estimate the parameters of the resources that would be needed
by customers. That, in consequence, leads to optimising the resource costs. Based
on the known requirements, the provider can better handle prioritization also in
terms of executing internal policies and preferences. What is more, introducing
SLM facilitates (or enables) accounting, which, especially in academia, usually
requires justification in terms of reported results of scientific research. With SLM
the previous result reports may serve in negotiating new SLAs.

In further perspective, SLM stimulates and strengthens the relations with cus-
tomers, which naturally results in evolution of the maturity of the providers, who
better know customer needs and can assess their satisfaction. SLMmay serve also
to improve the communication with the customers to keep the providers better
informed about the user needs, distribute offers and provide means for marketing
solutions. The latter actions are now usually neglected by the resource providers,

6 The first were “technical difficulties” – which are out of scope of this document.
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especially academic computer centres, although their R&D departments require
close collaboration with the users.

The main cost of introducing SLM from the resource providers point of view
is the additional effort of maintaining SLM-related processes which include ne-
gotiations, reconfiguration of resources, usage monitoring, and accounting.

5.3 Grid Infrastructure Provider Perspective

The Grid Infrastructure can be perceived as a virtual resource provider, since,
what it offers, are resources operated by other (physical) resource providers.
So, the benefits and cost of adopting SLM are similar to a provider’s described
above. However, the perspective of GI is broader, as it can handle many resource
providers.

In ITIL all the activities should be focused to deliver more value to the users.
Value comes from two elements: resources itself and the warranties. In terms
of resources GI usually does not provide anything that cannot be delivered by
the sites. However, by maintaining OLAs with sites, the GI can deliver more
warranty than any specific task. In that sense, a GI that implements SLM can
provide more value to customers, and, in this way, be competitive among the
Grid infrastructures. Otherwise, the GI’s role is limited to providing technical
solutions for integration.

6 Application Scenarios That Require SLM

6.1 Large Collaboration Case

From the beginning of the realisation of the Grid concepts, the key Grid cus-
tomers were large-scale projects with worldwide collaboration. For such projects,
implementation of at least some processes from Service Level Management seems
unavoidable. Giving the example of the main customers of the European Grid
Initiative (EGI) [7], we show how SLM was necessary for them and how it was
realised.

The most representative example of a large European project using Grids is
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) built in CERN. LHC is the largest research de-
vice worldwide, gathering thousands of researchers in four different experiments.
Each of these experiments requires petabytes of storage space and thousands of
CPU cores to process the data. The data produced by the experiments are pro-
duced continuously while the LHC is running. Therefore, there should be enough
resources capable of handling large data amounts and throughput supplied, both,
on the short- and on the long- term. This includes computational and storage
resources, as well as network facilities. Thus, the long-term goals require special
focus on infrastructure planning.

The LHC way of defining contracts related to resources was to launch the
process of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)preparation and signing. The
process was extremely hard and problematic - it required many face-to-face
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meetings and took several months. MoUs had to be signed by each Resource
Provider. It was possible to agree only on very general metrics related to capacity
of resources provided in the long term. The process of MoUs signing was planned
to be a single action. However, they required fulfilling other quality metrics
defined by OLAs acknowledged by the sites entering the Grid infrastructure.
These metrics were not related to any specific customer.

Even with these simple means, the result of signing of the MoUs was a con-
siderable increase of job success rate (a factor describing the amount of tasks
submitted to the Grid that could be completed normally) [9].

6.2 Data Challenges

Other important scenarios for Grid Computing are experiments that need to
mobilise large resources for a relatively short period of time. Usually, this kind
of experiments, also known as data challenges, are planned and co-located with
a public event or a tight schedule of some research - the International Telecom-
munication Union Regional Radio Conference in 2006 may serve here as an
example. During this event, representatives from 120 countries negotiated a
radio-frequencies plan7. The conference lasted about one month and required
weekly major revisions of the global plan and daily over-night refinements for
certain regions. Both processes were computationally intensive and needed to be
completed in a defined period of time, as their results were needed to continue
negotiations.

Scenarios like this clearly show a need for warranty that the required resources
are available on time and in sufficient amount. Technically, in such well described
and scheduled computations, a Service Level Agreement would specify resource
reservations. Reservation schedule can be subject of negotiations before signing
an SLA.

6.3 Urgent Computing

Urgent computing is a class of applications that typically request large num-
ber of computing power at a specific time. Early Warning Systems (EWS) are
good example of such applications. New generations of EWS framework, such
as the one targeted by the UrbanFlood project8, are used to extend existing
ones with new internet and sensor networks technologies. The EWS targeted in
the UrbanFlood project run as an internet service, able to host multiple EWSs,
corresponding to various environmental issues and belonging to different organi-
zations and authorities. In such systems, data streams from sensors need to be
processed in order to analyze a current status of the monitored systems, make a
prediction, validate a model, or recommend an action. Sophisticated simulation
models that are computationally intensive are used to process the collected data.

7 https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/ArdaGrid/ITUConferenceIndex/

C5-May2006-RRC06-2.ppt
8 http://www.urbanflood.eu

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/ArdaGrid/ITUConferenceIndex/C5-May2006-RRC06-2.ppt
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/ArdaGrid/ITUConferenceIndex/C5-May2006-RRC06-2.ppt
http://www.urbanflood.eu
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In case of emergency, the processing of the data needs to be delivered in real
time in which case urgent computations might be triggered automatically and
require a rapid access to a large computing power.

Even though Grids have the potential infrastructure in term of available com-
puting power to handle such emergency cases, there is no guarantee that the
required computing power will be available at the time it is needed, as the cur-
rent state of Grid administration is based on best effort and the queuing time
of the jobs submitted to the Grid varies from a couple of minutes to a couple of
hours and sometimes more. Reservation of computing resources is currently the
only way to guarantee the availability of computing resource in Grid but is not
applicable in the case of urgent computing as it is not known in advance when
the resources will be needed. Furthermore, in some emergency scenarios, such as
flooding, the Grid infrastructure could be hampered and, thus, Grid sites become
isolated and unreachable. For this reason it would be ideal to use resources close
to the sensor data so as to limit the point of failures. In major emergencies it
would also be ideal to have mutable resources where computing resources stops
whatever they are doing and focus all their attention to the emergency.

The solution of urgent computing cases lies clearly in the area of SLM. Ad-
ditionally, it shows how different SLAs influence each other, by e.g. including
an option of killing other jobs based on one SLA by the others in case of emer-
gency. It also shows that SLA should be implemented in the configuration of the
site and linked with proper authorization procedure [8]. Those are valid research
tasks.

7 Related Works

The Extended Telecommunication Operations Map (e-TOM) [10] is a reference
framework promoted by the Telemanagement Forum for processes to be con-
ducted within the network operators and service providers. e-TOM is hierarchi-
cal, in the sense that processes are grouped in categories or levels. Among others,
it puts special emphasis on service delivery and service level management. In the
following paragraphs we summarize the structure of that framework in respect
to SLM.

Service Level Management is covered by a level-2 process called Service Qual-
ity management. This, in turn, is decomposed into seven level-3 processes. The
latter processes are meant to monitor, analyse, improve and report the service
quality. In addition, in case of service degradation, these processes track and
manage the service quality resolution.

SLAs, OLAs and SLSs are defined within a model (informal model) in [11].
Each of these concepts is related to each other and to a set of actors and metrics
to allow determining potential performance degradations according to what is
established in the above contracts.

Management of SLA is also of particular relevance within e-TOM. A closely
related process in that field is Customer QoS/SLA Management, which is a
level-2 process that is decomposed in other six level-3 processes aimed to the
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assessment and report the SLA fulfilment to the customer. Also, these level-
3 processes cover the lifecycle of the process of management and resolution of
eventual SLA violations.

Performancemanagement is not only considered in the relationship between the
service provider and their customers, but also between the service provider and
their partners/suppliers. In this sense, it is worth to mention the level-2 process
called Supplier/PartnerPerformanceManagement. It decomposes further into five
level-3 processes covering aspects like the performance assessment, its reporting
and eventual actions to undertake in case that the contracted quality drops below
established thresholds. The performance of the service to be provided by a supplier
or a partner is also collected in SLAs (Supplier/Partner SLA).

8 Examples of Implementation of SLM Elements in Grids

Although there was no coordinated effort to introduce Service Level Manage-
ments in the main European Grid Initiatives (the gSLM project is the first one),
there were several attempts to implement some of its aspects to the infrastruc-
tures, mainly (but not only) at the national level.

The example of such are projects SLA@SOI9 and SLA4D-Grid10. The first
project is concerned mainly with Service-Oriented infrastructures and aimed on
industrial use cases. Its main concern is assuring predictability and dependabil-
ity for the business partners. These features are achieved by introducing an SLA
framework for automatic SLA negotiation and management, which may not be
possible in such large infrastructures as Grids. The aim of the second project
is to design and implement a Service Level Agreement layer in the middleware
stack of the German national Grid initiative D-Grid. The targets of the SLAs
in the project are warranties of the quality of service and fulfilment of the ne-
gotiated business conditions. The SLA4D-Grid project focuses on the tools for
automatic SLA creation and negotiation, offering also support for monitoring
and accounting, it does not, however, provide a model for an integrated SLA
framework enabling interaction with other Grid infrastructures than D-Grid.
Important part is effort to standardise SLA negotiation protocols based WS-
Agreement [12].

Within PL-Grid Project11, a project called Grid Resource Bazaar [13] has
developed a framework for Service Level Agreement negotiation, designed for
resource allocation in the Polish NGI. In this framework, an NGI can act as a
mediator between user groups and sites. Users can apply for resources, specifying
several optional metrics that are later translated into computational and storage
resource configurations. Sites can optionally delegate negotiations of some SLAs
to NGI, based on special types of Operational Level Agreement. The process is
maintained using a specialized Web-based platform that facilitates complexity
management.

9 http://www.sla-at-soi.eu/
10 http://www.sla4d-grid.de/
11 http://www.plgrid.pl/en

http://www.sla-at-soi.eu/
http://www.sla4d-grid.de/
http://www.plgrid.pl/en
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9 Summary

In this paper authors advocate introducing Service Level Management to Grid
Computing. Extensive analysis shows the need of such solutions and the benefits
they could provide. However, it is also clear that adoption of the SLM processes in
federated infrastructures is challenging, and requires considerable effort to deliver
and maintain. Today, IT infrastructure services are becoming closer to other
industrial standards in their approach, in order to meet business requirements
of their customers. The Grid infrastructures cannot ignore this trend, lest they
will lose their users as a consequence of poor levels of user-satisfaction.

Acknowledgments. This work was funded by EU FP7 gSLM. Tomasz Szepi-
eniec thanks PL-Grid Project for support of this work.
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